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LOCAL COLOR
REVIEWS
“Armin Mueller Stahl (gives) a rich characterization that makes this movie a must see.”
– Leonard Maltin
“Heartfelt… Armin Mueller-Stahl (gives) a towering, complex portrayal that is surely among his
finest.” - Los Angeles Times
“With great performances from Morgan and Stahl, this affecting coming-of-age film is tender.
The story is beautiful, and has both hilarious and poignant moments.”- Campus Circle
“A deeply felt movie about pursuing your passion in life. Armin Mueller-Stahl is magnificent and
young Trevor Morgan matches him step for step.”
– Leonard Maltin, Entertainment Tonight
“Powerful, heartfelt and nostalgic, a very absorbing film.” – Jeffrey Lyons, Reel Talk
“George Gallo’s heartfelt semi-autobiographical film about an aspiring painter and his
curmudgeonly mentor, is so well acted.” - The New York Times
“Filmmaker George Gallo has reached into his soul to make this deeply heartfelt story. Local
Color is funny, angry and totally human-- with resonance for everyone who dares to dream.”
– Jami Bernard, Film Critic, NY Daily News
“This is a well-crafted film with some very strong performances (particularly Oscar-nominee
Armin Mueller-Stahl). Gallo has created a visually stunning piece of work.”
–Moving Pictures Magazine
“…Mueller-Stahl’s considerable charisma and depth. He was wonderful.” – At the Movies
“A breathtaking and moving cinematic masterpiece.” - Roger Tennis - CLIPS-TV
“The cast is as incredible as the film itself… dynamic… fantastic… amazing. ...a perfect film.
–VideoViews.org
“3 Stars. The film is intriguing from start to finish.” – The Buffalo News
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REVIEWS
“Without a doubt the strength of the insights in the film are due to the fact that George Gallo
besides writing and directing Local Color is an accomplished painter in his own right."
- Richard Schmid, World Renowned Artist
“Local Color is an emissary for everything that's good, and noble, and worthwhile about
independent cinema. And about art, too... It's a feast for the eyes, a tonic for the heart and a salve
for the pain we all feel, one way or another, for the loss of the old in the rush to the new.”
– Michael Moore, Kitsap Sun
“Local Color <http://www.localcolormovie.com> is touching artists and audiences everywhere
with its inspirational message of pursuing your life’s passion. Local Color is not only
inspirational in its message but also timely in its relevance.” - American Artist
“I can think of only a few films in recent memory that have captured the art of art on film, Local
Color stands in a rare crowd. The overall cast is simply fantastic and they never miss a beat in
their performance. Armin Mueller-Stahl gives an Oscar caliber performance in this soon to
become classic film about mentoring, fellowshipping, and the relationships that are borne from
them. It's a perfect film!” - Scott Birmingham, Las Vegas Film Critics Society
“Local Color <http://www.localcolormovie.com/> is a truly marvelous, artistic, and inspirational
motion picture, and one of the best films I have seen hit movie screens over the past five years.” –
Randall Libero, Spiritoffilm.net
“Highly recommended. An enthralling saga about learning to recognize and remember the beauty
of life.” – Library Bookwatch
“3 Stars. Recommended.” – Video Librarian

